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This study describes an experimental analysis of the impact of gate and device-level faults in the 
processor of a Bendix BDX-930, flight control system. Via mixed mode simulation, faults were 
injected both at the gate (stuck-at) and at the transistor levels and, their propagation through the chip to 
the output pins was measured. The results show that there is little correspondence between a stuck-at 
and a device-level fault model, as far as e m r  activity or detection within a functional unit is concerned. 
In so far as error activity outside the injected unit and at the output pins are concerned. the stuck-at and 
device models track each other. The stuck-at model, however, overestimates, by over one hundred 
percent, the probability of fault propagation to the output pins. An evaluation of the Mean E m r  
Durations and the Mean Time Between Emrs at the output pins shows that the stuck-at model 
significantly underestimates (by.6296) the impact of an internal chip fault on the output pins. Finally, 
the study also quantifies the impact of device fault by location, both internally and at the output pins. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
A study of fault propagation and its impact is important for effective design of reliable and fault 
tolerant systems. Such a study. however, is difficult because the mechanisms involved are complex and 
hence not easily amenable to analytical modeling. In these circumstances an experimental study can not 
only provide valuable insight into the issues of fault Occurrence and propagation, but also help develop a 
structured basis for future analytical analysis. 
This thesis describes an experimental analysis of fault propagation and fault sensitivity in the pro- 
cessor of a Bendix BPX-930, flight conaol system. The processor was simulated using an event-driven, 
gate-level logic simulator, developed at NASA Langley Research Center, interfaced with a device-level 
circuit simulator (SPICE) [ 11. Via mixed-mode simulation faults were injected both at the gate (stuck-at) 
and at the transistor levels, and their propagation through the chip to the output pins was measured. The 
nature and extent of the dependency of fault propagation on the type of instructiodrnicroinsmtion exe- 
cuted were also measured. 
The results showed that, for device-level faults. in 5.1% of the cases, errors were detected within 
the injected unit, and in 20.9% of the cases errors were detected outside the unit (including 12.7% at the 
output pins); 74% remained undetected. For the stuck-at model, in 1.5% of the cases, errors were 
detected wilhin the injected unit, in 41.8% of the cases errors were detected outside the unit (26.9% at the 
output pins); 56.7% remained undetected. The results also showed that there was little correspondence 
between a stuck-at and a device-level fault model in so far as error activity or detection within a func- 
tional unit is concerned. As far as error activity outside the injected unit and at the output pins are con- 
cerned, the stuck-at and device models tracked each other, although the stuck-at model overestimated. by 
over one hundred percenc the probability of fault propagation to the output pins. An evaluation of the 
2 
Mean Error Durations and the Mean T h e  Between Error at the output pins showed that the stuck-at 
model will signifkmnely underestimate (by 62%) the impact of an internal. chip fade on h e  output pins 
Measurement of error activity at the output pins showed that faults in different functional units 
af€ect the output pins to varying degrees, and that each unit had a distinct probability of affecting the out- 
put pins. This result suggests that by injecting pin errors with the measured probabilities we can easily 
emulate with-in chip faults for integrated system testing. 
Chapters 2 and 3 contain a detailed description of the experimental procedure and measurements. 
Chapters 4, 5, 6, and 4 show h e  experimental r s d t s  and their andysis. Chapter 4 compares thhe results 
from the gate-level and the device-level simuhtions. In chapter 5, ehe effect of fault placement in the 
AMD 2901 chip is defined and quantified. Chapter 6 shows the error characteristics at output pins for 
device-level faults. Chapter 7 describes the analysis of fault propagation according to instructions and 
miminstructions executed at the gate-level fault and the device-level fault. The final chapter highlights 
the important results and makes suggestions for future research. 
1.1, Related Research 
In recent years, there has been considerable rsearch in thhe area of e m %  and failure analysis of 
computer systems. In [2,3,4]. automatically collected error data from several general-purpose computers 
are analyzed. By analyzing jointly, the performance and emr  data on several machines, valuable insight 
into error manifestation and discovery in large systems is provided. A series of experiments focusing on 
error analysis through fault insertion was conducted by several investigators at the NASA AIRLAB test- 
bed facility. A summary of these experiments is given in [53. In [6,7,8], the evaluation and modeling of 
fault htency in digital avionic systems is investigated by determining the de- of fault latency in a 
redundant flight conuol system. In [9.101. finrther experiments to study fault and e m r  latency distribu- 
tions under varying woakIoad conditions are discussed. 
A derailed simulation experiment to study error propagation within a chip is discussed in [l I]. The 
study develops a systematic experimental methodology to quantify error propagation via gate level 
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A study of fault propagation and its impact is important for effective desigra of reliable and fault 
tolerant systems. Such a study, however, is dfficult because the mechanisms involved are complex and 
hence not easily amenable to analytical modeling. In these circumstances an experimental study can not 
only provide valuable insight into the issues of fault wcurrence and propagation, but a.Iso help develop a 
structured basis for future analytical analysis. 
This thesis describes an experimental analysis of fault propagation and fault sensitivity in the pro- 
cessor of a Bendix BDX-930, flight control system. The processor was simulated using an event-driven, 
gate-level logic simulator, developed at NASA Langley Research Center, interfaced with a device-level 
circuit simulator (SPICE) [ll. Via mixed-mode simulation faults were injected both at the gate (stuck-at) 
and at the transistor levels, and their propagation through the chip to the output pins was measured. The 
nature and extent of the dependency of fault propagation on the type of iarsrnction/microinsmction exe- 
cuted were also measured. 
The results showed that, for device-level faults, in 5.1% of the cases, emrs were detected within 
the injected unit, and in 20.9% of the cases errors were detected outside the unit (including 12.7% at the 
output pins); 74% remained undetected. For the stuck-at model, in 1.5% of the cases, errors were 
detected within the injected unit, in 41.8% of the cases errors were detected outside the unit (26.9% a% the 
output pins); 56.7% remained undetected. The results also showed that there was little correspondence 
between a stuck-at and a device-level fault model in so far as error activity or detection within a func- 
tional unit is concerned. As far as error activity outside the injected unit and as the output pins are con- 
cerned, the stuck-at and device models tracked each other, although the stuck-at model overestimated, by 
over one hundred percent, the probability of fault propagation to the output pins. An evaluation of the 
3 
simulation. To characterize the error propagation within the chip, distributions of e m  activity within the 
chip and at the output pins are generated. Based on these distributions, measures of error propagation and 
severity are defined. The analysis quantifies the dependency of the measured emf propagation on the 
location of the fault. The study also shows the nature and extent of the dependency of emr  propagation 
upon the type of microinsauction and assembly level insauction executed. 
Our experience with large circuits has shown that there are only certain sections or paths that 
require simulation with the highest level of detail, while the simulation accuracy for the rest of the circuit 
is less critical. To optimize the cost-accuracy tradeoff, one should be able to specify the level of detail 
required by selecting the simulation mode for each module. The current effort based on mixed-mode 
simulation is initiated to meet this need. To date, there has been no research to investigate fault propaga- 
tion from the device to the pin level. This information is crucial for flight-critical digital systems, and 
additionally would allow the determination of the effect of placement on fault Propagation. 
4 
CHAFTER 2 
THE EXPERIMENT 
The system targeted for this study is the CPU in the Bendix BDX-930, which is a digital avionic 
miniprocessor. The BDX-930 is used in a number of flight control avionic systems, e.g., in SIFT [12], 
and in AFIl F-16 [a. Fault tolerance is achieved by replication of the processing and voting in software. 
The BDX-930 consists of 86 microcircuits printed on one circuit board [13]. The processor is designed 
around the AMD 2901 four-bit microprocessor slice [a. In our experiments. the processor was simulated 
using an event-driven, gate-level logic simulator (developed at NASA Langley) interfaced with a device- 
level circuit simulator (SPICE). Since the AMD 2901 is the most complex chip in the BDX-930, it was 
used for fault injection and e m  data collection. In the simulations, fault propagation data were collected 
at device and gate levels as well as at the output pins. From the data provided by simulations, issues 
relating to Eault propagation and fault sensitivity of the chip architecture were addressed. 
2.1. MIxed Mode Simulation 
Thc simulator [14], designed at NASA AIRLAB, is an experimental tool to simulate fault and relia- 
bility checking for Bendix BDX-930. This simulator is an event-driven, gate-level, unit delay logic simu- 
lator, and includes the CPU with its instruction set, the memory, and sections of the program memory 
containing six application programs and a self-test program. The simulation model is based on the circuit 
schematic of the AMD2901 and includes all of the devices identified in those schematics. Each device is 
represented by a gate-level equivalent circuit supplied by the chip manufacturer. Six gate types are used 
to represent devices, i.e., NAND. AND, OR, NOT, NOR, Exclusive OR. Unit delay is assumed between 
logic gates. 
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Although this simulator was quite accurate for gate-level simulation, it could not simulate faults 
occurring at the transistor level. By interfacing the gate-level simulation with a circuit-level simulator, 
SPICE2 [I], a method that permitted the injection of transistor level fault and the observation of fault pro- 
pagation at the gate or module level was implemented. Thus, by using a combination of circuit and 
gate-level simulation, we could achieve the accuracy of circuit-level fault injection and the speed of gate- 
level simulations. 
An important issue in any mixed-mode simulation is accurate analog-to-digital signal conversion. 
In OUT simulator, once the gate in which the fault is going to be injected is chosen, the SPICE simulator 
runs only for the faulty gate according to the fault model inside the gate. The SPICE generates an analog 
output which ranges from zero to five volts. Because logic values (one ur zero) are required for the gate- 
level simulator. a subroutine is needed to convert the analog voltages to logic values. In order to get 
proper logic values, the analog voltages are sampled and averaged in the scanning window through the 
time axis. The averaged voltages are evaluated by assuming higher than 4.2 volts as a logic one and 
lower than 0.8 volt as a logic zero to determine the corresponding logic values. After acquiring the 
values from the SPICE run, the rest of the simulation occurs at the gate-level. 
2.2. Fault Injection 
Based on previously published results [Is], physical failures may generally be divided into two 
categories, device failures and interconnection failures. In this study we consider only device failures. In 
[la], it is reported that of the device faults the most likely are oxide level faults and metal faults. Typi- 
cally, according to [16]. 68% are oxide faults and the remaining 32% are metal faults. We used these 
percentages for determining the types of fault to inject in the simulations. 
Two-hundred forty-five gates corresponding to a Bendix circuit diagram for the AMD 2901 were 
selected for fault injection. In order to have consistent statistical results, 700 device faults and 300 gate- 
level faults were injected. The target gates were randomly selected' among the twelve functional units of 
6 
1 
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the AMD 2901 except for the Q Register. The Q register was excluded to avoid effects of the fault 
latency which have been studied elsewhere [6,8]. The units into which faults were injected were RAM 
Shift, Q Shift, Multiplexor, Arithmetic Logic Unit, Ram Control, Output, Output Data Select Unit, Desti- 
nation Conml. ALU Conwl, and Source Control. Table 1 shows the number of gates and transistors in 
these units. 
Q Register 0 0 
Ram 12 64 
TABLE 1: Number of Gates and Transistors in AMD 2901 
4 
5 
ISECNUM I SECNAME I " M O F G A T E  I NUMOFTRANS1 
Source Contl 4 8 
ALU Conwl 6 24 
4 
I ! I 100 3 ] QShift 16 1 
.6 
7 
output 6 38 
Output Select 9 50 
8 
9 
Ram Shift 16 100 
Ram Control 83 572 
i 
'While sequani.l injection such as ured in [11] is exhaustive. it is not pctical in modcling the behvior of physical fadu 
since the numben a n  be vey large. 
10 
11 
12 
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Dest Control 10 36 
ALU 51 326 
Mux 32 224 
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CHAF'TER 3 
MEASUREMENTS 
The simulator and the fault injection facility programs were written in Fortran 77 and in 
V W M S  system language (Digital Command Language) [17]. Based on the random fault injections, a 
total of 700 device-level and 300 stuck-at fault simulations were performed to obtain experimental data 
on the fault propagation characteristics. Each simulation corresponded to executing the sequences of 
microinstructions of a CPU-test program2. First, a "gold" or unfaulted simulation run was performed. 
Next, one-thousand simulation runs, each containing an injected fault, were performed. For each faulted 
simulation, a comparison was made with the gold simulation to generate the error data for subsequent 
fault propagation analysis. An error was defined as follows: 
1) A gate activated in the gold simulation but not activated in the faulted simulation. 
2) A gate activated in the faulted simulation but not activated in the gold simulation. 
3) A gate activated in both simulations for the same time slice but with different logic values. 
The results of these measurements enabled us to analyze the dependency of the error propagation 
on the location of the fault and the type of insvuction/microinsuuction cxecuted and to characterize the 
crror activity at the output pins. 
3.1. Data Collection 
After cach simulation run and prior to the next run, the output consisting of time stamps, a tracc of 
gate activity and logic values was appcnded to the existing output file. The output file crmted by cach 
run was thcn comparcd with fault-frcc dam from thc gold simulation to gcncratc an "Error Data Filc." 
Table 2 shows a sample of an Error Dam Filc. To provide dclailcd information to thc data set, mnny 
'Them arc four individual subscts within the scll-tcsi program, i.c.. the cyclic RAM icst, thc CPU test. the ALU test, and the 
memory rddrus processor 1 ~ ~ 1 .  
8 
independent variables were included in the raw data as shown in the table. The first column indicates the 
simulation number. Columns 2, 3 and 4 show the gate name, the unit name and the unit type where the 
fault injections were made respectively. Column 5 specifies the gate type into which the fault was 
injected. The type of the injected faults is shown in columns 6 and 7. For example, in simulation 1, a 
fault corresponding to an oxide breakdown was injected at device-level. Column 8 shows whether or not 
an error was detected in that simulation run. Column 9 shows the time slice during which an error result- 
ing from the injected fault was detected. The remaining columns show the number of gates affected by 
the injected fault in each unit (for brevity, not all the units are shown in the table). For example, in simu- 
lation 5 ,  at time 887, eight gates in the RAM, one gate in the Q-Shift and four gates in the MUX were 
Sected due to the fault in the gate GAMULT6CPU32. 
To identify the fault propagation through the chip as well as the output pins, information about 
time, number of faults and name of affected unit during the propagation were tnced from the fault injec- 
tion point to all other units in the chip and output pins. These measurements were used for determining 
the percentage of the faults which propagated out of the unit and the percentage of the other units affected 
given that the fault did propagate out of the unit 
Because study of fault distribution to the output pins is of great practical significance, obtaining 
precise output data from the simulation was crucial for analyzing and evaluating a systcm at the output 
pin Icvcl. Thc output pin data were collcctcd in order to obscrvc how mch pin bchaved in thc evcnt of a 
fault condition in the system. In particular, sirnuitmaus occurrences of errors and the probability of 
nw-coincidence of pin errors were invcstigatcd. Also, thcsc data wcrc uscd to characterize mch pin 
based on the mmn timc bctween crrors and m a n  error durations. 
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Information concerning the instruction and microcode activity was collected concurrently with the 
gate activity data. By knowing which microaddress had been accessed, the executed microinstruction was 
uniquely identified. Finally, by examining the sequence of microinstructions, the macro (or assembly) 
level insauction that was executed was determined. 
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CHAPTER 4 
COMPARISON OF PHYSICAL AND STUCK-AT FAULT INJECTIONS 
With the increasing complexity of VLSI circuits, there is a growing concern that fault simulation 
based on stuck-at faults is not adequate. In this section, the similarities and differences between the 
results of gate-level fault injections and device-level fault injections are discussed. The comparisons are 
based on the measured error activity resulting from gate-level and device-level fault injections into the 
same functional unit. 
Four different types of comparisons are made. The first comparison is based on the detectabiiity of 
the injected faults inside the injected units. The second is based on the percentages of faults that were 
detected outside the injected unit (Le., the measured fault propagation). The third comparison is based on 
the extent of error activity outside the injected unit. Finally, the pin-level emlr activity resulting from 
gate and device-level fault injections are compared. 
Figure 1 shows the percentages of injected faults detected within the injected unit. Percentages far 
both stuck-at and device-level fault injections are shown. The vertical axis indicates the location of the 
fault, and the horizontal axis indicates the percentage of the injected faults detected within the unit. A 
number of observauons can be made from this figure. First, device faults have higher percentages of 
being detected within the unit as compared to gate-level faults. This is reasonable because there are 
fewer levels of signal transitions at the gate-level than at the device-level. For example, a given device- 
level fault may propagate through 25 transistors before getting outside the unit while a gate-level fault 
may only have two or three logic levels to go through. In comparing the relative behavior of stuck-at and 
device-level faults across the functional units in Figure 1, we see that they do not vack each other. Thus, 
the results show that there is little correspondence between the behaviors of device and stuck-at faults. 
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Figure 2 shows a comparison of the percentages of faults detected outside of the injected unit, for 
stuck-at and device faults. Again, the vertical axis indicates the location of the fault. and the horizontal 
axis is the percentage. The figure shows that although the stuck-at and the device-level fault behaviors 
uack each other, their percentages are quite different. On the average, the stuck-at faults tend to pn>- 
pagate approximately twice as frequently outside the unit as compared u) device faults. Thus, by assum- 
ing a stuck-at fault mode€, although the relative impact of a fault on other units reasonably may reflect the 
physical failures, the results are likely to be considerably pessimistic. 
In the above-mentioned case, we wete concerned with whether or not error activity due to a fault is 
detected outside of the unit in which a fault is injected. The next comparison is based on the "extent" of 
measured error activity outside the injected unit. For example, if a fault injected in the ALU unit is 
detected in four other functional units, the impact of the fault may be quadrupled due to propagation. To 
quantify this effect, a new measure "the propagation factor" is defined. The propagation factor is defined 
as the average number of extemal functional units aRected due to the fault in a speci6ed functional unit. 
This factor can be calculated by dividing the sum of error activity outside the injected unit by the meas- 
ured error activity inside the injected unit. Table 3 shows the propagation factors for the stuck-at and the 
device-level fault injections in each unit. 
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ALU 
Mux 
TABLE 3: The Propagation Factors 
6.0 6.1 
6.4 6.8 
RAM CONT 
DES CONT 7.7 7.5 
In Table 3, the first column shows the units in which the fault injections were made. The next two 
columns are the propagation factors for stuck-at faults and device faults, respectively. Here again there is 
no clear correlation across all units between device and stuck-at faults. There is also a higher variability 
(2.92 vs. 2.01) in fault propagation with stuck-at faults. An examination of the table shows that for most 
of the units (except the microinstruction decode units which are the Source Control, the ALU Control, 
and the Destination Control) the stuck-at faults had a smaller propagation factor than device faults, Le., 
functional units m more sensitive to the device faults than to the stuck-at faults. The only exceptions are 
the faults in the microinstruction decode unit which have the opposite effect 
Finally, the impact of gate and device-level faults on the output pins was compared A comparison 
of the percentages of faults which af€ected the pins (similar to Fig. 2) and the propagation factors (similar 
to Table 3) showed that the stuck-at and the device faults did track each other as shown in Appendix A. 
Comparisons were also performed based on the Mean Time Between Errors and Mean Error Durations at 
the pins. The Mean Time Between Errors is obtained by computing the average time interval between 
two consecutive errors on the pin. The Mean Error Durations indicates the holding time of the error at the 
specified pins. The MED is calculated by averaging the time between the instance of error Occurrence 
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STUCK- AT 
MTBEIMED 
PIN NUM. 
and disappearance. By examining these values, the impact of an internal fault on the external environ- 
ment can be estimated. The Mean Time Between Errors and the Mean Ermr Durations on the pins for 
DEVICE 
MTBEIMED 
both simulations are shown in Table 4. 
PIN6 
PIN7 
TABLE 4: MTBE and MED for Stuck-at and Device Faults 
465.6 16.9 369.4 17.5 
184.7 67.1 147.6 67.7 
PIN8 
PIN9 
PIN10 
I PIN1 11 345.1 I 45.9 11 303.8 I 47.8 I 
166.8 62.5 141.1 66.9 
169.8 59.8 144.4 61.7 
176.6 60.2 148.1 60.6 
I PINS I 215.0 I 31.9 11 185.6 I 41.6 I 
The first column shows the pin numbers. The next two columns are the MTBE and the MED for 
the gate-level simulation and the device-level simulation. The MTBEs for the stuck-at faults are longer. 
and the MEDs for the stuck-at faults are shorter than those for the device faults. Typically, the MTBEs 
of Pin 4 and Pin 6 for the stuck-at faults were 100 time steps longer than those for the device faults. The 
shorter the MTBE, the moxe likely it was that the e m  would propagate although it was also easier IO 
detect the error outside the chip. The shorter the MED, the less likely it was that the e m  would pro- 
pagate outside the chip. Note that the MTBE for the stuck-at faults was larger (72% - 88%) and the 
MED was sharter (1% - 30%) than the corresponding values for device faults. Thus, stuck-at faults were 
less likely to propagate outside the chip. Since device faults had the longer duration, they were more 
likely to exert an impact external to the chip. Thus, assuming a stuck-at model for failures may underes- 
timate the fault propagation characteristics external to the chip. 
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In summary, results of the measurements show that 5.1% of the device faults are detected within 
the injected unit, and 20.9% of faults are detected outside the unit (which include 12.7% at the output 
pins) and 74% remain undetected. In the stuck-at case, 1.5% of faults are detected within the unit, and 
41.8% of faults are seen outside the unit (26.9% are at the output pins), and 56.7% are not detected. 
Results show that there is little correspondence between stuck-at and device-level fault models as long as 
error activity or detection within a functional unit is concerned. In so far as error activity outside the 
injected unit and at the output pins are concerned, the stuck-at and device models closely track each other 
although the stuck-at model overestimates by approximately one hundred percent fault propagation of the 
chip. At the pin level, although the percentages of errors for stuck-at and device faults do track each 
other, an evaluation of the Mean Emx Durations and the Mean Time Between Emr shows that the 
stuck-at made1 will significantly underestimate (by 62%) the impact of an internal chip fault on the exter- 
nal environment. 
The comparisons between the gate-level simulation and the device-level simulation based on the 
insauctiodmicroinsauction executed are shown in Appendix B. Since it is clear that the device-level 
injection is m m  accurate and realistic, we consider only the device-level fault in the remainder of this 
study. 
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CHAPTER 5 
EFFECT OF FAULT PLACEMENT 
This section discusses the effect of fault location on propagation through the chip. Recall that Fig- 
ure 2 shows the percentages of the faults which propagate outside the injected unit For example. among 
all the faults injected in the ALU unit, only 25.8% of those faults were detected outside the ALU. The 
functional unit with the highest percentage of external propagation was the RAM Control (44.8%). and 
the units with the lowest level of propagation were the output units which include the Output and the 
Output Select The results for the RAM Control are not surprising because this unit has a large fan-in 
and fansut (it controls many input and output paths around the R A M  unit), and is the most complex unit 
in the system. Therefore, more. faults in this unit tend to propagate to other functional units. The results 
also show that the Output Select and the Output units are least likely to propagate to other functional 
units. This result is intuitive since there is little feedback from these units to the other units. However, 
faults in these units will almost certainly affect the output pins as will be shown in Chapter 6. A rela- 
tively high percentage of faults in the microinstruction decode units (Some Control, ALU Control and 
Destination Control) tend to travel out of that unit These results also seem reasonable because the 
microinstruction decode units are extremely important in the correct operation of the processor. Further, 
the faults in the ALU behave somewhat similarly to those in the MUX because the MUX outputs feed 
directly into the ALU. A very low percentage of faults in the RAM Shift and the Q Shift units propagate 
outside. One explanation is that the RAM Shift and Q Shift units are used primarily for the multiplica- 
tion and division instructions. These insauctions are not highly used in the self-test program employed in 
this study. 
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Given that a fault propagates out of the injected units, the probability that the injected fault affects 
the other units is shown in Table 5. The first column shows the units in which the faults were injected. 
The remaining columns show the other units in which the faults may be detected. Each entry shows the 
probability with which the injected fault affects each unit 
By examining Figure 2 and Table 5 together, we can get a clear picture of fault propagation in the 
chip. For example, in the ALU 25.8% of injected faults propagated outside of the ALU (refer to Fig. 2). 
and, as shown in Table 532.5% of these faults affected the RAM unit, and 90% affected the Q-Register 
and so on. As expected, the ALU is strongly affected by faults in other units. The converse, however, is 
not me, e.g.. faults in the ALU do not affect the microinstruction decode units (Source Control. ALU 
Control, and Destination Control). They do, however, propagate to the output Although the Output 
Select is not very likely to impact the other units (Fig. 2), when it does, several other units are uniformly 
affected. As explained earlier, this is most likely due to the fact that the Output Select unit has several 
data paths which feed back to many other functional units. Because the ALU and MUX are closely 
located, the faults fium these units act similarly. Faults in the microinstruction decode units (Source 
Control, ALU Control and Destination Control) have a high probability of fault propagation, and given 
that propagation occurs the other units are uniformly affected. The table also shows the Output unit is 
severely aEected by faults originating in most of the functional units. Thus, given that a fault propagates 
outside the injected unit, it is very likely to affect the output pins. 
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In summary, the results demonstrate that many faults, about 25% of the injected faults in the ALU 
and the MUX, tend to propagate and also that these units are strongly affected by faults in other units. 
(Around 60% of faults in other units affected these units.) Faults from the microinstruction decode units 
have uniform impact on the system overall. Given that faults propagate outside the injected unit, the 
faults severely affect the Output unit, i.e., the output pins are most likely to be affected by the faults. 
5.1. Comparison of Fault Distributions of Diflerent Material Failures 
Figure 3 shows the frequency distributions of faults occurring based on the different materials 
(oxide or metal). The vertical axis represents the frequencies of faults detected at a specific time over the 
entire simulation. The horizontal axis has the time steps in one clock cycle (with one clock cycle consist- 
ing of 70 time steps). In the plot the solid line depicts the overall fault distribution. the dashed line is the 
distribution of the oxide fault, and the dotted line represents the distribution of the metal fault The plot 
is generated by overlaying the 50 clock cycles in the sample and plotting the frequency of upset in the 
system for each of the 70 time steps. Mostly, there was little activity beyond 30 and below 5 time steps 
per clock cycle. 
Because the device-level fault injection was performed in this study, two materiaIs,e.g.. the oxide 
and the metal, were involved in the fault injection. In the previous chapter, 68% of the faults were 
injected into the oxide, and the remaining 32% of the faults were injected into the metal. Numerically, 
more than twice the fault injections were performed in the oxide material. In Figure 3, the fault distribu- 
tion of the oxide is closer to the overall distribution than that of the metal. Surprisingly, the frequency 
distribution of the oxide was not twice that of the metal as we would have expected. From this result it 
appears that faults in the metal can more actively affect the system than faults in the oxide material. 
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RAM 
Q S m  
Table 6 shows the impact of the metal and oxide faults as a functions of the unit into which the 
fault was injected. 
46.4 9% 58.4 6 
66.7 % 59.6 % 
TABLE 6 The Effect of Fault in Oxide and Metal 
OUTPUT 
OUT SEL 
I SEC 11 Fault in Metal I Fault in Oxide 
. ._ 
63.8 % 63.5 9% 
63.8 % 59.8 % 
s CONT II 24.6 % I 25.5 8 
ALUCON 11 18.8 9% 19.7 % 
63.8 96 59.8 % 
63.8 % 59.8 % 
DES CON" 13.9 % 
65.2 %I 63.5 5% 
40.6 % 59.1 46 
The first column shows the unit into which fault injection occurred. The percentages of the 
injected faults which resulted in some error activity are shown in the next columns. These two columns 
of numbers show a distinct similarity. Even though fewer faults were injected into the metal, the percen- 
tages of faults that atrected the unit are about same; consequently, we can conclude that the faults in the 
metal actively affected the units. 
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PIN1 
PIN2 
CHAPTER 6 
CHARACTERIZATION OF ERRORS ON OUTPUT PINS 
- 
GCN4CPUIC32 carry out 
GF3BCPUIC32 Bit7 ALU out 
previous sections of this paper have defined and measured fault propagation throughout the AMD 
2901 bit slice processor. In this section. characteristics of the e m  activity at the output pins are studied. 
Our previous results show that the output unit is very sensitive to the location of the fault within the chip. 
The output pins are also the place at which a fault can affect the external environment Therefore, 
appropriate measurements and accurate evaluations of the output pins arc absolutely necessary for 
evaluating the performance of a system. The AMD 2901 has 40 UO pins around the body of the chip. 
Of these pins, ten are used for the output lines of the chip, and the others are used for inputs, power lines, 
ai-states, etc. Because individual pin data are obtained b m  the simulation and analyzed for the charac- 
teristics of each pin, the functions of each pin are worth considering carefully. Instead of using real pin 
I numbers, ten numbers from one to ten are used for convenience. Table 7 shows the names of ten pins 
and short descriptions of them. 
l 
TABLE 7: Pins of AMD 2901 
I PINNUM I PINNAME I DESCRIPTION I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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The first column contains the pin numbers used in this study, and the second column shows the pin 
names which are used for the simulation. Pin 1, Pin 4 and Pin 6 are al l  used for the carryouts of the 
arithmetic functional result from the ALU. The differences are that Pin 1 is a carryout line of the usual 
full adder, and Pin 4 and Pin 6 are the cany propagate and generate outputs of the internal ALU (used in 
the carry lookahead). Pin 2 is the most significant ALU output bit. Pin 3 indicates whether the result of 
an ALU operation is zero or not The overllow signal is shown at Pin 5. Pins 7.89 and 10 are the four 
outputs of the ALU or the data of the register stack, as determined by the destination decoder[l8]. 
6.1. Probability of Pin Errors 
As shown in Chapter 4, on the average, 12.7% of the device-level faults are detected at the output 
pins (while 5.1% are detected within the unit and 20.9% are outside the unit). Table 8 shows the impact 
of faults in the specified functional units on the output pins. The first column shows the units in which 
the faults were injected. The remaining columns identify the specific output pins in which the faults may 
be detected. Each entry shows the probability with which an injected fault af€ects the specified pin. 
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TABLE 8: Probability of Pin Emrs 
Section 
RAM 
PIN1 PIN2 PIM PIN4 PIN5 PIN6 PIN7 PIN8 PIN9 PIN10 
0.650 0.875 0.875 0.700 0.700 0.650 0.875 0.875 0.600 0.600 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ALU 0.700 0.800 0.700 0.750 0.700 0.850 0.750 0.750 0.650 0.600 
MUX 0556 0.611 0.778 0.870 0.556 0.444 0.611 0.611 0.722 0.556 
Recall that in the previous chapter the faults in most units have a high probability of affecting the 
Output unit (which includes the output pins). Table 8 not only confinns this observation but also shows 
that the impact is rather uniform across all output pins. DifFerent units, however, aifect the pins to vary- 
ing degrees. This is due u) the fact that the charslcteristics of functional units differ due to the combined 
effect resulting from their different functional operations, locations and structural complexities. For 
example while 100% of the faults in the ALU Control affect all pins, faults in the Source and Destination 
Control units do not affect the output pins at all. As expected, most of the faults in the Output Select 
readily affect all pins. The results in this table also show that each unit has a distinct probability of 
affecting the output pins. This result is significant for integrated system testing because it suggests that 
by injecting pin e m  with the measured distinct probabilities, we can emulate within-chip faults. 
6.2. Mean Time Between Errors (MTBE) and Mean Error Durations WED) 
Recall that in Chapter 4 we calculated the MTBE and the MED of pin errors, Clearly, the longer 
the MTBE. the less the impact of the error on the external environment It also means, however, that it is 
harder to detect the errors. Similarly, the shorter the error duration. the less the impact on the external to 
the chip. Tables 9 and 10 show the MTBE and the h4ED for the Werent functional units into which 
faults are injected. 
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ALU 
MUX 
in chip 
TABLE 9: Mean Time Between Errors 
356.2 166.9 177.0 I 3453 203.8 367.2 122.9 141.5 128.5 120.6 
347.4 180.6 201.4 I 329.9 206.4 505.8 164.2 158.8 144.1 130.5 
303.8 189.1 189.6 i 296.7 185.6 369.4 147.6 141.1 144.4 148.1 
In Table 9. the first column shows the units in which the fault injections were initiated. The figures 
in the next ten columns are the MTBE an each output pin. The dots in the table indicate that computing 
values on that unit are not possible due to insufficient data. For instance, if there is only one error 
detected during the simulation, it is impossible to obtain the time interval to the next error. 
Referring to the table, faults in the ALU and the MUX resulted in very similar distributions of the 
MTBE across all the output pins as discussed in the previous chapter. The shortest MTBEs are shown 
when faults are in output units, Le., there is high external detectability of these fault. Faults in the Q- 
Shift and the Ram Shift units have long MTBE to the pins. This is due to low utilization of these units 
resulting in fewer faults mpagating to the pins. Since Pins 7 . 8 . 9  and 10 are fed out from the same unit 
and operated by the same functions, the values of the h4TBE of these pins are almost identical. Pins for 
carryout (Pin 1. Pin 4 and Pin a) had relatively long MTBEs. This is due to the fact that the carryout 
operations are used only for the event of generating carries d h g  or after arithmetic operation in the 
ALU. These pins, therefore, are not utilized as often as the other pins. 
Table 10 shows the Mean Error Durations. The units of fault injection are shown in the first 
column. The rest of the columns show the MED for the individual pins. The dots in the entries indicate 
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OUTPUT 
OUT SEL 
RAM SHlT 
that the data am not sacient  to perform proper computation for the corresponding unit 
58.1 88.7 783 91.6 71.8 23.2 89.0 81.6 83.3 89.1 
56.2 85.7 74.2 88.5 70.0 21.7 87.9 79.8 81.5 88.7 
. 68.3 335 . . 68.3 68.3 
TABLE 10 Mean E m r  Durations 
~ 
RAM CONT 11 465 I 23.7 I 465 I 46.6 1 30.4 I 16.7 1 58.4 1 403 I 49.2 I 45.4 
By examining values of the MTBE and the MED together, the impact of the output pins is more 
clearly shown than by either approach separately. From Table 10. faults in the Q-Shift unit have the 
shortest duration. Rwall hat they also have a long MTBE. Thus, these faults are likely to be hard to 
detect e x t e d  to the chip. As expected, the faults in the output units have a long duration. Thus, both 
from the error frequency and emr  duration perspectives these faults are easily detectable. Faults in the 
Q-Shift and the Ram Shift have behaved very similarly during their propagation in the system due to their 
functional similarity. The MEDs of these units, however, exhibited large differences. One possible 
explanation for this phenomenon is that the time duration of holding a emr on the pin is detennined not 
only by the functional operation of the unit, but also determined by multiple effects of the data p m  
pagated from several different signal paths. Because their effects by functional operation or the geograph- 
ical location are almost identical, Pins 7.8.9, and 10 have similar MEDs. These pins tend to have longer 
errors than any of the other pins. The shortest MED is shown on Pin 6, showing that this pin elears 
emrs very quickly. 
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Table 9 and Table 10 also show that Pin 6 (carry generate) is least affected by the faults regardless 
of the injected unit (the longest MTBE and the shortest MED). The impact of faults on the data pins 
(pins 7, 8,9 and 10) is considerable as shown by the short MTBE and long MED. Faults in the output 
units severely affect the output pins. Thus, data faults an expected to be easily detected outside while 
carry faults appear to be more insidious. 
63. Near-Coincident Errors 
It is well hown that fault tolerant systems are highly vulnerable to nearcoincident faults [ 19,201. 
In this section we investigate the likelihood of near coincident errors at the output pins resulting from an 
injected device fault Generally, an injected fault may sensitize many other data paths simultaneously 
during the propagation. Additionally, the output pins may have multiple errors at the Same time or in a 
short span of time due to a propagated fault Nearcoincident e m  are defined as the errors which are 
observed within a short time span. In order to properly meaSure the number of near-coincident e m ,  an 
appropriate size of time window is chosen; then, the window is moved over the total simulation time. 
Each time, the number of errors discovered within each time window is observed and recorded as near- 
coincident e m .  In this study, the number and probability of nearcoincident emrs was averaged over 
the entire simulation measurement according to given window size. 
Figure 4 shows the effect of varying the time-window size on the mean number of nearcoincident 
errors. As expected the mean number of near-coincident errors increases steadily as a function of the 
window size. The rate of increase. in the mean number of near-coincident errors is seen to be lower both 
for large (more than 2700 time steps) and medium (500-1300 time steps) window sizes. The reason for 
this finding is that for the smaller window size, fewer errors are detected until the window size is large 
enough to hold these errors actively. For the larger window sizes, since a large number of faults have 
already been observed, the results are not greatly changed by further increasing the size of the window. 
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Figure 5 shows the probability of near-coincident errors. The probability is obtained from the ratio 
of the total number of errors occurring in that time window to the total number of errors injected. The 
probability increased rapidly up to a window size of 1700 time steps as a function of the window size. 
The rate of increase, however, is much less for a window size greater than 1700 time steps. 
From a practical viewpoint, however, it can be seen that given a fault, there is a relatively high 
likelihood of encountering two output pin m r s  with less than seven clock cycles (500 time steps). This 
is explicitly shown in Fig. 5 where the probability of nearaincident errors is plotted as a function of 
window size. The figure also shows that, given a fads there is approximately a 15 percent chance of a 
multiple error with 7 clock cycles. 
. 
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CHAPTER 7 
INSTRUCTION/MICROINSTRUCTION ANALYSIS 
Fault propagation in the chip is highly dependent upon the assembly-level instruction and microin- 
struction under execution. That is to say, that fault propagation is influenced by not only the amount of 
nonfaulted gate activity but also by the interaction between gate activity and type of instruction. In a pre- 
vious work [ll], error propagation influenced by similar and dissimilar insauctions was studied. The 
work also examined the influence of the type of microinstruction executed on error propagation. In this 
study, analysis for the device-level simulation was performed based on the instruction/microinstruction 
executed. 
Figure 6 shows the total gate activity as a function of the time (in clock cycles) for a device-level 
fault. The vertical axis is the sum of the gate activities ova  all the injected faults. The horizontal axis 
indicates the time in clock cycles. The instruction executed is also labeled across the horizontal axis. In 
the graph, the peak gate activity occurs during an instruction prefetch or some other memory access 
because of the concurrent activity in the processor. The S t a e  (sto), the Load (ldm) and the Subtract 
instruction @re-sub) show similarities in their gate activities. Low gate activities are seen when the jump 
instruction (ju-ind) is executed. The instruction for store multiple registers from memory (sun) shows the 
highest gate activity because of the high frequency of register transfers. 
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Figure 6: Gate Activity for Device Level Fault 
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INSTRUCTTON 
ju-ind 
StO 
pro-subr 
ldm 
S t m  
1 
I 
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I 
ERROR PROB. 
0.26 
0.14 
0.21 
0.16 
0.19 
I 
I 
1 
8 
I 
Table 11 shows the error probabilities by different instruction types. These results are the averages 
over the enthe fault set. The highest probability of detection is shown in jump instruction and the lowest 
is in store instruction. Refening to Fig 6. it appears that there is little relationship between the amount of 
gate activity and the probability of emr  occurrence. For example, while the number of gate activity is 
the highest during the sun instruction execution and the lowest during the jump instruction, the sun 
instruction has the lowest m r  probability and the jump instruction has the highest. The reason for the 
differences in the measured error probabilities between the different instruction types can be explained by 
investigating the relationship between the e m r  activity and the microinstructions. 
TABLE 11: Probability of Fault Detection for Instruction Executed 
Toward this end, these microinstructions wett classified according to the type of activity contained 
in each microinstruction. The classifications include the register transfer, the memory access, logic com- 
putation, arithmetic computation and ccmditionaVunconditional branch. Due to parallelism, one microin- 
struction may involve m m  than one classified function. The fault activity determined at the microin- 
struction level can be used to explain the fault propagation at the instruction level, because the microin- 
struction is the building block of the assembly instruction. Table 12 shows the probabilities of fault 
detection in the &vice-level simulation according the microinsauction executed. The function of each 
bit of microcode is indicated as follows: 
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if bit4 = 1, then a register transfer, 
if bit3 = 1, then a memory access, 
if bit2 = 1, then a logical computation, 
if bit1 = 1, then a arithmetic computation, 
if bit0 = 1. then a conditional branch. 
TABLE 1 2  Probability of Fault Detection for Microinstruction 
PROB. OF DET. 
lo001 
1 lo00 E 11001 0.04 0.18 0.2 1 0.18 0.23 0.17 0.20 
As shown in the table the probabilities of detecting a fault when a conditional branch operation 
@id)Pl) is involved, is generally increased. As expected, the microinstruction for branch operation that is 
used for jump instruction has high probability of detection, while the microinsauction for store and load 
instruction, which include the ngister transfer opera$ons, has low probability of detection. 
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CHAPTER 8 
CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis has described a systematic experimental study of fault propagation in the Bendix BDX- 
930, a digital avionic miniprocessor. Error activity was investigated by comparing the gold (unfaulted) 
simulation run with each faulted simulation run. The simulations were performed only on the bit-slice 
processor, AMD 2901. In the simulations, fault propagation data were collected at device and gate-levels. 
as well as at the output pins. The results provided by these data allowed us to not only analyze the 
dependency of error propagation on the location of the fault and by the type of instruction and microin- 
shuctions executed, but also to compare the accuracy of the stuck-at fault model with the more realistic 
physical failure model for pennanent faults. 
Results show that assuming a stuck-at model can overestimate the probability of fault propagation 
to the output pins by over one hundred percent The Mean Time Between Errors for the stuck-at faults 
were longer, and the Mean Error Durations shorter, than those for the device faults. Thus, assuming a 
stuck-at model for physical failures may overestimate the fault propagation charactuistics within the chip 
and underestimate the impact on the extend to the chip. 
Measurement of error activity at the output pins showed that faults in different functional units 
affect the output pins to varying degrees and that each unit has a distinct probability of affecting the out- 
put pins. This result suggests that by injecting pin errors with the measurtd distinct probabilities we can 
easily emulate with-in chip faults f6r integrated system testing. 
The Mean Time Between Errors and the Mean Error Duration at the output pins were also 
evaluated. Among the ten output pins, the carry generate pin had the longest MTBE and the shortest 
MED. The Data pins (Pins 7, 8 . 9  and 10) had relatively short time between e m  and relatively long 
error durations. 
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Thus, the current work has shown that a wide variety of fault propagation behavior can result from 
device failures. Further research is in progress to use the results of such analyses in identifying the 
"weak" links in a system, from a fault tolerance viewpoint, in the design stage itself, so as to make design 
improvements in a cost-effective manner. 
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APPENDIX A 
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COMPARISONS BETWEEN STUCK-AT AND DEVICE 
A.l. Comparison of Percentage of Fault Detected 
RAM 
0 SHIFT 
. S CONT 
ALU CONT 
OUTPUT 
OUT SEL 
RAM SHIFT 
RAM COW 
DES CONT 
ALU 
MUX 
1 
60.3 
zizzzzm 
.8 
.6 
Stuck-at 
0 Device 
0 20 40 6 0  8 0  100 
Figurc A.1: Comparison of Pcrcentages of Faults Dctccted 
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A.2. Comparison of Percentage of Faults Detected at Output Pins 
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Figurc A.2: Comparison of Pcrccnugcs of F~~ults Dctcctcd at Output Pins 
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OUTPUT 
OUT SEL 
A3.  Comparison of Propagation Factor at Output Pins 
~~ 
9.1 10.3 
9.9 10.5 
TABLE A.l: The Propagation Factors to Output Pins 
RAM SHFr 
RAM CON" 
Section 
4.1 8.2 
2.2 4.9 
s CON" II 1.8 I 2.7 
ALLJCON 11 9.3 8.6 
DES CON" 
ALU 
1.7 2.1 
8.0 9.1 
p J X  II 7.2 I 8.3 I 
APPENDIX B 
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INSTRUCTION/MICROINSTRUCTION COMPARISONS 
B.l. Comparison of Gate Activity 
ldm 
: I  
: I  
powerjon I 
j ju-ind; sto i prtsubr i : prtsubr i stm I 
. I  
looo00-l i 
I 
Fault 
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Fault I ;  
. I .  -I0000 - 
' :  I 
. , .  
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I - device , * I  20000 - 1 ,.I$ I I 
;, f I 
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I 
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Figure B.l:  Comparison bciwccn Dcvicc and Gate Lcvcl Faults 
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PROB. OF DET. 
in GATE LEVEL 
0.33 
0.19 
0.25 
0.22 
0.24 
B.2. Comparison of Error Probability based on Instructiodmicroinstruction 
PROB. OF DET. 
in DEVICE LEVEL 
0.26 
0.14 
0.21 
0.16 
0.19 
TABLE B.1: Comparison of Error Probability for Instructions 
power-on 
ju-ind 
StO 
pro-subr 
ldm 
p-subr  
S t m  
INSTRUCTION 
ju-ind 
pmsubr 
S t m  
0.15 
0.09 
0.23 
0.29 
0.25 
0.32 
0.22 
TABLE B.2 Comparison of Error Probability for Microinstructions 
I in GATE LEVEL I in DEVICE LEVEL PROB. OF DET. PROB. OF DE". INSTRUCX'ION I 
0.18 
0.17 
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